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regretted that he gave so much time to examination
preparation and general cultivation, but this conduct was
probably wise. The most serious deficiency in his youth
was lack of adaptation to social intercourse. The history
of physics shows that the reform of Cambridge teaching in
physical science was one of his greatest achievements. He
could not have accomplished this if he had been socially
isolated and unassimilated by the society he sought to
reform. During his four undergraduate years he secured
the confidence of many able men at Cambridge, especially
non-scientific students. His proposals of reform in later years
received the support of many who liked him, irrespective
of the detail of his arguments. While a better examination
system might have allowed him to continue original
research besides developing himself socially, it is permis-
sible in an imperfect world to be quite satisfied with his
ultimate accomplishment of all his major objects.
Soon after he had graduated he wrote to Thomson asking
for advice concerning research. He said he had thought
of studying electricity, and inquired whether Thomson
would mind if he entered the same field. He evidently
received an encouraging reply as he wrote to his father that
Thomson "is very glad that I should poach on his electrical
preserves.'*
While he was preparing the material for his first great
paper, On Faraday*s Lines of Force, he was intellectually
very active in various directions. He had never stopped the
investigations of colour-sensation suggested, like his work
on the geometry of oval curves, by D. R. Hay's book on
the mathematical theory of art. He published several
papers on this subject early in 1855, some account of which
will presently be given.
He continued to write essays for his club, and started,
under Maurice's influence, to give lectures to working men.
The extant essays discuss subjects such as Decision:
What is the nature of evidence of design? The dark sciences:
Has everything beautiful in art its original in nature? Is the
modern vocabulary of the English language the effect or the
cause of its speculative state? Are there real analogies in

